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Implementation. You have just returned from the final two day regional leadership meeting. The team has finalised the strategy and the Board have signed off on it. All that is left to do is to implement it.
The leadership team spent six months crafting and crystallizing the strategy with the assistance of a strategic consultancy firm. The importance of responding to the rapid change in their market that had just transpired due to overseas competition was the initial catalyst that propelled the team to revisit the old strategy. Now after six months of hard discussion, market, competitor, financial and customer analysis the leadership team is ready to roll the new strategy out. The hardest part is over, right. Wrong! Today in business, leaders are habitually underestimating the challenge of strategy implementation and as such nine out of ten strategy implementations fail.
Just think about that figure for a moment. Billions of dollars invested in creating strategies are lost. Millions of man hours are wasted and hundreds of thousands ideas evaporate. It is a horrendous failure rate that unbelievably is tolerated around the world. Far too many leaders can more easily recall an implementation that failed -whether it was strategy, technology or marketing. It is time to correct this by putting the spot light on implementation.
You can have the greatest strategy in the world but if you cannot implement it then it is no more value than the paper it is written on.
One of the largest contributing factors to the high number of failed implementations is that when leaders return to their offices after creating their challenge, they are commonly left on their own to work out how to implement it. They must figure out how to inform the people in their division of the imminent changes; explain what needs to change and why; review the way the team is working and the current rewards and recognition to ensure it supports the new strategy; motivate their people; assess the current measures being used and report back to their peers. It is a multitude of activities that creates a maze that many leaders become lost in. What they need is a compass to guide them through this implementation maze.
The "Implementation Compass" is a tool that provides you with the structure for your strategy to make it come alive. Instead of wandering aimlessly through the implementation maze it allows you to assess your implementation readiness and identify the key areas to tackle. It has been developed by Bridges Business Consultancy Int (the company I work for) from over a decade of research and testing with clients around the world.
The Implementation
Compass works for both small and large organizations 2. Allows you to assess your current status in preparing to implement. 
The Compass guides leaders
Review
The weakest of the eight points among leaders -you must constantly review to make sure the right actions are being taken to deliver the right results
Questions to consider: Do you know if the actions being taken are producing the right results? Do you know what has been learned from the implementation in the last 90 days? Do you know what you need to start doing differently from today?
By paying attention to all of these areas and assessing the organization's strengths and weaknesses against each one, the organization can prepare itself with a realistic perspective of the challenge ahead and leaders can identify the actions to take to deliver the new strategy's anticipated results.
